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Current technical design of the SPHERE project’s new detector is presented. The
SPHERE project is aimed at primary cosmic ray studies in the 1–1000 PeV energy range
using reflected Cherenkov light. The concept of a drone-mounted detector with a photosensitive camera based on silicon photomultipliers is discussed. The combination of the
reflected CL registration method with specific data analysis approaches is a unique feature of this project. The developed earlier event-by-event data analysis approach allows
to carry out primary particle mass reconstruction and primary cosmic ray mass composition studies with high accuracy. This is achieved through careful analysis of each EAS
Cherenkov light lateral distribution function without building any kind of intermediate
distributions of any ‘typical’ characteristics.
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(a) Reflected CL event

Figure 1: Overview of the
proposed SPHERE-3 detector
operation with both reflected
and direct CL being observed.
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(b) Direct and reflected CL

Figure 2: EAS Cherenkov light as seen by the SPHERE-2 detector.
The ‘waves’ on the images correspond to the reflected CL (a). The
‘line’ at 6 𝜇s mark on panel (b) is a direct CL that penetrated the
detector enclosure.

1. Introduction
Vavilov-Cherenkov radiation (or Chereknov light, CL) produced by charge particles of
an extensive air shower (EAS) in atmosphere was theoretically predicted in late 1940s and
first detected in early 1950s. A.E. Chudakov, who’s centenary is celebrated this year, then
developed the cosmic ray (CR) studies technique based on detection of Cherenkov light from
EAS in late 1950s [1] which few years later became the beginnings of the gamma-astronomy.
After A.E. Chudakov’s and G.T. Zatsepin’s works direct CL became known as an
important EAS registration channel. In particular, CL lateral distribution is indicative of
the shower development details and can be used to infer both the energy and the mass of
the primary particle.
In 1974 A.E. Chudakov proposed a new experimental technique for CR studies — detection of the reflected CL from EAS using electro-optical converters [2]. Reflected EAS CL
technique was adopted and improved by R.A. Antonov who proposed the use of Schmidt optical scheme with a PMT-based camera. Later this approach transformed into the SPHERE
project (see overview in [3]). SPHERE-1 detector performed measurements in 1997–2000
and SPHERE-2 detector performed measurements in 2011–2013. A new detector in the
SPHERE project is now in development stage and is described below.
1.1 Reflected Cherenkov light
EAS CL light is observed by a detector from a certain altitude after it is first reflected
from the ‘screen’. The schematic view of the technique is given in Fig. 1. In previous
SPHERE implementations and the snow-covered ice of Lake Baikal played the role of such
‘screen’. Snow has a high overall albedo (up to 95%) and an almost isotropic bidirectional
reflectance distribution [4] — crucial qualities for this method.
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The detector optical scheme is designed so that each point of the observation plane
within certain area (detector’s field of view) is observed by at least one sensitive element of
the detector. This allows the SPHERE detector to observe the near-axis region of the EAS
which presents opportunity for improved precision of CL lateral distribution reconstruction
[2, 5].
1.2 Direct Cherenkov light

2. The SPHERE-3 detector
The proposed SPHERE-3 detector is a logical development of previous SPHERE project
implementations. A detailed technical description of the most recent of them, SPHERE-2,
can be found in [6].
Previous SPHERE project implementations detectors with photomultiplier tubes used
as sensitive elements were lifted by a balloon to an altitude of 400–900 m [3]. The new
detector is designed with silicon photomultipliers (SiPM) as sensitive elements to be lifted
on a drone (unmanned aerial vehicle, UAV).
The new detector is a simplified Schmidt scheme telescope without a corrector plate.
This mechanically simple and lightweight design is illustrated on Figure 3. The uncorrected
spherical aberrations serve a purpose of light spot enlargement to be about the size of a
sensitive element (SiMPs with light collectors). The light spots size can also be fine-tuned
3
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In addition to the main registration method — the reflected EAS CL — the SPHERE
detector can observe direct CL hitting it from above. EASs with a small zenith angles
can be observed both directly and after reflection. Such hybrid events, albeit rare, can
be considered the gold standard, providing cross-validation of the reconstruction of arrival
angle and CL LDF normalization.
The SPHERE-2 detector data contained events in which a rather strong signal was
registered by several PMTs simultaneously. The time structure of these events suggested
that no reflected light flash could produce them due to significant arrival delays between
different PMTs. These events, however, could be explained by direct CL hitting the PMT
mosaic from above after penetrating through detector cover and slits in the mirror. Moreover, for some direct CL events a signal from the reflected CL was observed after a time
delay corresponding to the EAS light ‘detector-surface’ round trip. An example is shown
in Fig. 2.
The SPEHRE-2 detector was designed with to be shielded from direct CL to reduce
background. However, the central part of the detector mirror is almost always shadowed by
the sensitive camera from below and does not participate light collection. Therefore, it can
can be used as a coded aperture for the direct CL. The accurate selection of the aperture
will allow reconstruction of the CL arrival direction (that is different from EAS arrival
direction). In specific cases (near detector shower axis location) the angular distribution of
the CL at detector level should also be accessible. The additional modeling and analysis is
required to correctly estimate impact of this data on overall detector performance.
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Figure 3: Optical system of the SPHERE-3 detector (on the left). The straight horizontal line
represents the aperture limiting incoming light angles; the small curve inside the mirror represents
sensitive elements mosaic. Corresponding spot diagram analysis for each direction is presented on
the right. Note that the spots take the shadow from the mosaic into account.

to desired diameter by shifting the mosaic slightly off-focus. This well-established design
was used in previous SPHERE implementations and proved itself to be reliable.
For our proposed direct CL observation technique we consider the basic coded aperture
in the form of a pattern of 1 cm2 holes. This will allow reconstruction of the direct CL arrival
direction (different from EAS arrival direction) and in some cases its angular distribution.
Other options may be explored for higher sensitivity or better angular resolution.
The exact technical details of the proposed detector design are not settled because they
depend largely on the design and effective payload weight of the carrier drone. We consider
a small-aperture (0.1 m2 ) prototype detector, light enough to be lifted by many available
heavy lift drones. The target detector is much larger, with up to 1 m2 aperture and a
weight at the upper limit of the payload mass even for the heaviest agriculture drones.
Approximate parameters for these two implementations are listed in Table 1.
Based of the known parameters and performance of the SPHERE-2 detector for the
new detector registration threshold can be estimated to be 3–5 PeV for primary protons
with 15◦ zenith angle in Baikal winter conditions at 700 m flight altitude. 1 PeV threshold
can be achieved with lower altitude.
Successful construction of the detector allows for direct experiment scaling by simultaneous operation of several detectors. This will proportionally increase the detector’s
effective area and statistics.
Additional registration by the detector of a bright artificial flash with a known brightness distribution across the surface can serve for general experiment calibration that includes snow surface geometrical profile and reflective properties, atmospheric transparency,
4
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Table 1: Proposed characteristics of the detector and small scale prototype.

Parameter

* Not yet finalized.

detector elements sensitivity. With information on the exact SiPM sensitivity from local
calibration further analysis of the surface properties can be performed forming independent ‘image’ of the surface that will reduce influence of flashes brightness fluctuations and
corresponding uncertainties.
The main drone carrying the detector is a key part in a successful operation of the
experiment. The main requirements for the drone are a high payload weight and at least
1 hour flight time at the required altitude. The most heavy lifting drones on the market
are agricultural drones used for crops spraying (for example, Braeron ИД-400А). Those are
gasoline-powered several meters in size multi-engine copters with and up to 200 kg payload.
However, many series of smaller drones are already available and can be used to carry small
detector prototype.
Experiment scaling can be achieved with simultaneous operation of several such drones
with similar detectors.The drone swarm technique allows multiple drones to interact with
each other to avoid mid-air collisions. This is not achievable with a balloons used in previous
SPHERE implementations.
Besides the carrier drone with the detector we plan to use an auxiliary drone to control
the atmosphere and snow condition and perform detector calibration. The atmosphere
monitoring includes pressure, temperature and humidity continuous measurements up to
several kilometers altitude. From that the lower atmosphere profile and it’s transparency
for CL can be reconstructed and used in modelling and analysis.
Auxiliary drone can be used for detector calibration as we plan to install on it bright
UV and visible light LEDs that will produce direct and reflected light pulses. Concrete
applications of the auxiliary drone are covered in Section 3.
5
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Effective aperture, m2
Mirror diameter, mm
Mirror curvature radius, mm
Diaphragm diameter, mm
Sensitive camera diameter, mm
Sensitive camera diameter curvature radius, mm
Aperture mirror distance on axis, mm
Viewing angle of the optical system
Number of pixels
Maximum detector weight, kg
Maximum flight altitude, m

Prototype of
Target
the detector
Detector
0.1
1.0
800
2200
500
1400
460
1320
260
700
300
800
775
1480
◦
±25
133
up to 1000*
10
100
500
2000
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3. Measurements conditions

4. Analysis methods
The SPHERE project is aimed at further development of reflected EAS CL technique
CR studies. This requires not only new technical solutions but also some original analysis
methods. We highlight our latest developments in this area with remarks on how these
affect the design of the proposed detector.
The SPHERE experiment in its events analysis relies on the EAS CL photons distribution. However, since the detector observes a relatively large area with each sensitive element
specific analysis approaches were required and were developed for the SPHERE-2 detector.
Moreover, the compact detector design allowed to use topological trigger and full recording
of signals from each sensitive element, not only from ones that met trigger condition. These
‘weak’ sensitive elements do contain pulses from EAS CL but of low amplitude on the level
on background fluctuations. For example in Fig. 2(a) channels around 60 contain signals
below trigger threshold.
Since the detector is small the actual number of EAS CL photons reaching its sensitive
elements is also small (10–1000 photons per pixel). With significant area observed by
each element the collection time due to geometrical effects is also relatively large (up to
150 ns). All this makes each light pulse to be comparable to the background illumination
fluctuations.
Additionally, registration of low intensity light pulses with PMTs or SiPMs has the
inherent randomness of the physical processes behind multiplication that play crucial role
in output signal formation.
For photon counts estimation from a recorded anode current impulse we developed a
method of statistical deconvolution that allows input information recovery of the linear
system with some random qualities from its output treated as a single realization of a
random process. After deconvolution, which yields estimation of overall photon count in
each time bin, the EAS signal can be separated from the background photons.
6
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Estimation of atmospheric conditions, namely density profile, is crucial for EAS experiments, and especially for CL modelling [7]. Even without the auxiliary drone some
information about the lower atmosphere can be retrieved from pressure and temperature
measured on the detector itself. In the SPHERE-2 experiment pressure and temperature
data from the detector along with ground-level measurements was used to choose possible
atmosphere density profiles from the set of standard profiles provided by CORSIKA. Even
though the flight altitude of the SPHERE-2 was not sufficient to fully characterise even the
lowest part of the atmosphere it was sufficient to exclude some models contradicting our
data. This very basic assessment allowed to significantly lower the uncertainty coming from
the atmosphere model selection.The SPHERE-2 data showed that the atmospheric density
profile is quite dynamic and varying significantly between observation nights. Moreover,
known weather synopsis along with pressure and temperature on the observation level does
not give enough information to correctly estimate factual atmosphere density profile.
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5. Summary
A new detector SPHERE-3 is being developed in the SPHERE project for cosmic ray
studies using reflected EAS CL method. SPHERE-3 is expected to be a technical upgrade
over SPHERE-2 detector in regards to the electronics and sensitive camera. A switch
in carrier from a balloon to the drone should simplify running and reduce cost that in
perspective will horizontal scaling of the experiment.
7
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For the proposed detector the situation is expected to be slightly different as SiPMs
have different multiplication distribution (narrow peak with width significantly lower than
its mean); cross-talk between micro-cells of the SiPM; significantly different form of the
current pulse on a fast output form a single photoelectron with strong negative afterpulse;
significanly higher overall amplification. All this is expected to affect reconstruction in a
favorable way in the end, however the results do depend on electronics performance that is
not yet finalised.
After the reconstruction of the CL photons distribution all relevant shower parameters
can be estimated. This can be done by various methods, generally relying on Bayesian
statistics framework.
The primary particle arrival direction coincides with the shower axis orientation and
is routinely estimated using the relative signal times in several sensitive elements of the
detector with respect to detector geometry. Another possibility, unique for the SPHERE
detector, is that the temporal signal structure in a given sensitive element depends on its
orientation relative to the shower arrival direction. Thus, it carries additional information about the shower’s arrival direction and can be used to improve the accuracy of the
procedure [6].
Finally, primary particle energy can be estimated from the CL LDF with numerous
methods, generally relying on the fact that overall number of Cherenkov photons is approximately proportional to the primary energy. Some of the methods involve analytical LDF
approximations [e.g. 8], others rely on direct comparison between Monte-Carlo-modelled
LDF with an observed values [9].
The primary mass estimation is a remarkably hard problem and no generally agreed
upon method is known at the time. Moreover, different experiments report conflicting
CR mass compositions in PeV–EeV energy ranges. This makes the problem especially
interesting, given the promise of the SPHERE project to refine existing methods using
information about near-axis structure of CL LDF.
The main idea of the mass estimation procedure follows previous works, e.g. using the
LDF shape [5] via area integrals optimized to certain zenith angles and energies. Another
possibility to improve the primary mass resolution is the use of the direct CL angular
distribution which is proved to be a powerful instrument for this task [10].
Besides optimizing mass-estimation procedure for a given detector altitude and construction, we can do the opposite. With most detector parameters still not fully determined
we plan to evaluate the mass separation criteria as a function of detector parameters and
choose the best configuration for this task.
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Upgrade from PMTs to SiPMs will increase effective sensitivity of the detector that
will allow smaller pixels and in turn better spacial resolution that will greatly increase
sensitivity to the primary particle type.
Addition of the auxiliary drone atmosphere parameters monitoring and detector calibration should help to reduce systematic experimental uncertainties.
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